
ISSUE 

Pacific Optics has been providing general merchandise category solutions to Australian 
retailers since 1994. The company is split into two branches – ‘Petrol and Convenience’ and 
‘Tourism Gift and Pharmacy’– servicing approximately 7,000 customers with over 10,000 
product SKUs. 

For 15 years they’d been operating with an outdated system that left the business 
disconnected, caused a lot of time wasting and was holding the business back. 

Switching to MYOB Advanced helped them connect their business and gain complete control, 
real-time insights and consistent delivery of outstanding customer experiences.

Pacific Optics’ biggest issue was a lack of seamless integration. ‘Petrol and Convenience’ makes 
up 90% of the business with sales reps throughout Australia delivering stock weekly.

The reps were using the sales platform Mobile Ezy integrated into MYOB AccountRight Premier 
for invoicing. Over time with high volumes data became more unstable – forcing the business to 
use outdated data, which was messy.

“With 40+ reps on the road visiting eight customers a day, providing each customer with a printed 
invoice, if our pricing is wrong it’s a bad day for us,” says IT and Continuous Improvement Manager, 
James Hadfield.

‘Tourism Gift and Pharmacy’ used a completely different sales platform and financial solution. 
A customer might get a 10% discount and have a set value for a product, they might get no 
discount, or a discount off the wholesale price only: then any promotional deals on top of that.
With that complexity, Pacific Optics was struggling to connect their systems and data. That meant 
the company had little control over costs, was disempowering workers and not delivering a 
quality customer experience.

The month we went live we did more 
transactional volume than the month before 
and we didn’t lose a single invoice or credit, and 
the pricing was all correct, which is brilliant.

Too many solutions causing havoc



SOLUTION

After 15 years, there’s no denying moving to a new ERP-system would be “an uphill battle,” James 
said. 

The company looked at several different solutions, including Epicor Prophet 21 and Sage. They 
even went as far as rolling out Epicor with ‘Tourism Gift and Pharmacy’.

In January 2018, Pacific Optics signed with MYOB partner Exobiz, who not only implemented 
MYOB Advanced, but also wrote the integration between the ERP and the company’s new sales 
platform Opmetrix.

“MYOB seemed like the right fit for us and for the size of our business, which is funny because we 
actually looked at it early on and ruled it out because we thought it was too small. “The pricing, and 
the fact it was cloud-based, was very attractive. Prophet 21 was going to cost us a fortune in on-
premise hosting.” 

James says that in the end, he doesn’t think they could have gone with anyone else other than 
Exobiz. 

“They know our business as well as we do – which earned a big tick from us! We’ve optimised the 
Opmetrix integration to the point where on day one of go-live we got invoicing, pricing, credits and 
stock all right.

“The month we went live was a month we excelled. We did more transactional volume than the 
month before and we didn’t lose a single invoice or credit, and pricing was all correct, which is 
brilliant.”

Mike Duncan, Managing Director for Exobiz Services is also enthusiastic: “The implementation 
was, at the time, an ambitious project for Exobiz due to the size and nature of Pacific Optics.  
It was extremely complex, with somewhat unique internal processes plus a comprehensive 
integration with Opmetrix. With our certified and experienced consultants and developers we 
were confident in our ability to deliver the solution to the required scope. MYOB Advanced is 
highly configurable ERP software, which was imperative for a project of this scale. 

We have built a great relationship with Pacific Optics over the course of the project and are still 
actively involved in supporting their ongoing system enhancements and requirements.”

A cost effective, fully integrated, cloud-based system 

Pacific Optics has two warehouses, one in Burleigh, the other in Yatala, Queensland. Previously, 
sales reps would need to create two orders to pull the right products from each warehouse. If 
they ran out of time or forgot, the company would pay someone to split these manually – which 
was costly and very time consuming and frustrating for staff. 

 “Having a system that automatically splits a customer order across the two warehouses, means 
the deliveries are supplied with matching invoices, saving considerable time and effort across the 
board”, James explains.

Sales reps now have live access to stock level information for their vehicles, as well as the 
warehouse they’re ordering from – giving them the confidence and resources to deliver 
experiences that matter to clients, and maintain control over their costs.  

OUTCOME Better visibility, improved reporting, business growth



“We had a bottleneck of 200 orders a day we could ship from our warehouse due 
to limitations in our old system. Since implementing MYOB, that’s increased to 320. 
Warehouse and operations are rapt because that part of the business keeps growing, and 
instead of having to get people to work on weekends, we can get through what we need 
to in the week, which is a great win!”
James Hadfield, IT and Continuous Improvement Manager

Exobiz Services 
exobiz.com.au
07 3390 4900

“The majority of our clients are corporate customers, so new products have to go through a buying 
group.  Now, rather than just replacing what has run out, the reps are now thinking about where 
we can make extra sales, which can mean big dollars for us.”

• Sales reps also used to carry around logbooks detailing past transactions. Now an automatic 
process, they can see what a customer has previously purchased when ordering. 

• The company has carried over a bulk-allocations customisation they had in their old system, 
but now no longer need an internal staff member to maintain it – freeing them up to get on 
with other tasks. 

• Pacific Optics has maintained its own data centre, and MYOB Advanced has greatly improved 
business reporting requirements using Generic Inquiries and OData – an invaluable tool for 
a business that heavily relies on its financial reporting. 

Looking to the future, MYOB Advanced will be instrumental in supporting efforts to growing the 
business, along with further streamlining processes to improve staff efficiencies.

http://exobiz.com.au

